T hese are unsettling times. Government officials wonder aloud [1] whether our microwave ovens are spying on us, reports of Internetbased scams are rife, and hackers seem to be lurking in every nook and cranny. No wonder both government and private organizations concerned with data security are using air-gapped (i.e., disconnected from the Internet) computers for storing and processing their most sensitive information. But is that really good enough? Not if you ask Dr. Mordechai Guri! Dr. Guri directs the Cybersecurity Research Center [2] at Israel's Ben-Gurion University. The center is dedicated to identifying and exploiting vulnerabilities in electronic systems. For example, an earlier effort [3] demonstrated how one can steal data from Wi-Fi routers. More recently, his group has turned its attention to breaching fully offline computers [4] . How do they do it? The trick is to coerce the disconnected computer into leaking the desired data through acoustic, optical, or magnetic channels.
How does one force an isolated computer into doing one's bidding? Even airgapped computers need periodic software updates or may be temporarily connected to a removable flash drive. If this seems like a big assumption, keep in mind that malware was successfully introduced some years ago into air-gapped computers in Iranian nuclear labs (the Stuxnet worm) as well as into the Pentagon's computers (the Agent.BTZ worm) [4] . Once this Trojan horse has been introduced into an isolated computer, the next step is to alter some behavior of the computer in a programmed fashion that may be detected remotely. For example, in 2016, the team used an acoustic attack [4] "showing that they could use the noise generated by a hard drive's spinning or a computer's internal fan to send 15 to 20 bits a minute to a nearby smartphone." Interestingly, as a video posted on Wired.com [4] shows, this acoustic channel functioned even when music was playing nearby.
Last year, Dr. Guri's team demonstrated successful exfiltration (pulling data out) from a disconnected computer by modulating its light-emitting diodes in Morse-code fashion and picking up the data with a drone outside the facility's window. The optical channel was relatively wideband, sending a megabyte of data in half an hour [4] . The latest exploit to emerge from Dr. Guri's lab is labeled MAGNETO. As described in [4] : …by carefully coordinating operations on a computer's processor cores to create certain frequencies of electrical signals, their malware can electrically generate a pattern of magnetic forces powerful enough to carry a small stream of information to nearby devices. The team went so far as to build an Android app they call ODINI, named for the escape artist Harry Houdini, to catch those signals using a phone's magnetometer, the magnetic sensor that enables its compass and remains active even when the phone is in airplane mode. Depending on the proximity of the smartphone, the data could be extracted at a rate of up to 40 b/s, allowing an individual to steal a password within a minute [4] .
Radio signals generated by computers have been used in the past to spy on their operations (e.g., the now-declassified TEMPEST program used by the National Security Agency). As a result, many secure computers (or computer rooms) are encased in Faraday cages, making radio-wave exfiltration impractical. However, MAGNETO depends on the variations in magnetic fields for messaging, and it is much more Depending on the proximity of the smartphone, the data could be extracted at a rate of up to 40 b/s, allowing an individual to steal a password within a minute.
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